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The dispersive lines observed in time-resolved femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy
�FSRS�, using a pair of 809 nm, 3 ps Raman pump, and 840–960 nm ultrashort probe pulse, for the
first 500 fs photoisomerization dynamics in the excited state of bacteriorhodopsin, BR� �S1�, created
by a prior 500 nm, 35 fs actinic pump pulse, have previously been attributed to Raman initiated by
nonlinear emission �RINE�. We used four-wave mixing energy level diagrams to describe the FSRS
process, which include RINE as a subset, and a 29-mode harmonic oscillator model for BR568 in the
calculations. Our calculations showed that FSRS of BR� effectively occurs from the ground
vibrational state of each of the observed 800–1800 cm−1 modes of S1. The lifetime on S1

determines the linewidth and decay of the dispersive lines, and is estimated to be �600 fs,
comparable to the stimulated emission decay time. The FSRS dipole couplings are from the ground
vibrational state of S1 to high energy vibrational states on BR �S0�, and we place a fast decay
lifetime of �100 fs on S0 which can be attributed to the correlation function from the many
unobserved low frequency modes. The FSRS dispersive lines are shown to be due to the inverse
Raman scattering term with �0��1� vibrational coherence on the S1 surface, and are not due to RINE
with vibrational coherence on the S0 surface. Our calculations show that the RINE process gives rise
to broad featureless spectra. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3330818�

I. INTRODUCTION

The photophysics and photochemistry of retinal proteins,
which are important photosynthetic systems, have been stud-
ied extensively in a quest to understand the molecular
mechanism by which visible light is initially stored with ac-
companying structural changes in the retinal chromophore
and how this energy is used by the protein for a specific
function while returning the retinal chromophore to its origi-
nal state.1–5 Bacteriorhodopsin �BR�, for example, is a pro-
tein found in the purple membrane of Halobacterium sali-
narum, which functions as a light activated proton pump.
Upon absorption of a visible photon, the all-trans retinal
chromophore in BR is instantaneously excited to BR� in the
Franck–Condon region, often labeled as H, and in �200 fs
the excited state wave packet moves to an intermediate I460,
then to a J625 intermediate in �500 fs, and subsequently to
the fully isomerized 13-cis retinal K610 product in �3 ps
�Fig. 1�.2,3 Further changes in the microsecond and millisec-
ond time regime then lead to a transport of a proton out of
the cell and the regeneration of all-trans retinal.6 The ul-
trafast primary events in the temporal and structural changes
in BR upon light absorption have to be studied with femto-
second transient electronic and vibrational spectroscopies.

Femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy �FSRS�
with femtosecond time resolution and high vibrational spec-

tral resolution has been developed to study time-resolved
structural changes in ultrafast photophysical and photo-
chemical processes.7–17 In the time-resolved experiments,
three pulses are used: a �50 fs actinic pump pulse to excite
the molecule to an upper electronic state, followed by stimu-
lated Raman spectroscopy with an overlapping pair of ps
Raman pump pulse, and a �15 fs continuum probe pulse. It
is possible to acquire spectra with time resolution of �50 fs
in the time delay between the actinic pump and probe pulses,
and spectral resolution of �10 cm−1 due to the picosecond
Raman pump pulse.13,15 Other advantages of FSRS are rapid
data acquisition, Raman spectra unaffected by background
fluorescence, and vibrational spectrum acquisition in the
range of 600–2500 cm−1. FSRS has been used to study nu-
merous systems, including vibrational relaxation and internal
conversion in �-carotene10 and diphenyloctatetraene,8 ex-
cited state structural dynamics of the photoisomerization of
the retinal chromophore in BR2,11 and rhodopsin,12 direct ob-
servation of anharmonic coupling in CDCl3,14 and excited
state isomerization in phytochrome.18

Lee and co-workers19,20 developed the quantum theory
for FSRS from both a stationary state and a moving wave
packet prepared by an actinic pump pulse or by impulsive
Raman scattering. It was shown that the FSRS spectrum in
the probe pulse direction can be described by eight Feynman
dual time-line diagrams and fall into four groups which are
labeled as stimulated Raman scattering �SRS� or inverse
Raman scattering �IRS�—SRS�I�, SRS�II�, IRS�I�, and
IRS�II�.19 In particular, SRS�I� has three Feynman diagrams
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corresponding to resonance Raman scattering �RRS� with no
intermediate state population, and hot luminescence �HL�
where intermediate population is possible in the excited
state, similar to those described by Shen21 for spontaneous
Raman scattering where the probe is now the vacuum field.
For the other terms, SRS�II� also has three diagrams, while
IRS�I� and IRS�II� have one each, where the role of the probe
pulse is reversed from that for SRS�I�. The quantum theory
of FSRS has been used to successfully explain the inversion
symmetry in the FSRS Stokes and anti-Stokes spectrum,19,20

to simulate off-resonance and resonance FSRS spectra of
rhodamine 6G in comparison with experiment,22 and to
simulate how FSRS can provide direct observation of anhar-
monic coupling in CDCl3.23

Recently, McCamant et al.11 used FSRS to study the
photoisomerization dynamics in the excited state of BR. A
mixture of ground state BR and excited state BR� was pre-
pared by an actinic pump and both the FSRS of BR and BR�

were recorded. The FSRS �Stokes� spectrum of ground state
BR showed the expected Lorentzian lines at vibrational fre-
quencies from 750–1700 cm−1 due to the SRS�I� process,
but the FSRS spectra of the mixture of BR and BR� for
actinic pump-probe delay times from 0–500 fs displayed dis-
persive looking lines at slightly downshifted ��1–5 cm−1�
vibrational frequencies.11 The dispersive lines in the FSRS
spectra of BR� were revealed by subtracting the baseline
which could be caused by Raman pump induced bleach of
the stimulated emission band and 0.91 times the FSRS spec-
trum of ground state BR. A “Raman initiated by nonlinear
emission” �RINE� mechanism was postulated to account for
the dispersive lines.11 In RINE, ground state vibrational co-
herence was first generated by a set of dipole couplings due
to the Raman pump and probe fields acting on the ket and
bra from the excited state surface, labeled as nonlinear emis-
sion, followed by Raman-like dipole couplings. Two four-
wave mixing energy level �FWMEL� diagrams together with

the rules of Lee and Albrecht24 which were meant for con-
tinuous wave interactions gave an expression for RINE that
yielded dispersive lines. By removing the term that gave rise
to dispersion, reconstructed spectra with Lorentzian line
shapes were obtained which decayed with a 260 fs time con-
stant. The decay was attributed to the dynamical motion of
the excited state wave packet along the many low-frequency
modes from the Franck–Condon region �H� to the photo-
chemically active I460 region.

Here, we present the theory of FSRS of BR� in Sec. II.
We argue that the actinic pump energy, although on reso-
nance with BR�, is not too high in the experiment of McCa-
mant et al.11 and so each molecule would only have a few
modes, typically the low frequency ones, excited while most
modes are in the ground vibrational state. Over a large col-
lection of molecules, the FSRS of BR� which detects indi-
vidual vibrational modes appears to be taking place effec-
tively from the v=0 state of each observed mode on the S1

surface. We use FWMEL diagrams, and there are eight of
them which can be grouped as SRS�I�, SRS�II�, IRS�I�, and
IRS�II�, to describe FSRS from BR�. It is then possible to
identify the diagrams pertaining to RINE and others that are
related to it. In Sec. III, we show how the experimental re-
sults are analyzed for the FSRS contribution from BR� only,
and present calculations using the 29-mode model of Myers
et al.25 for the ground and excited state surfaces of BR. We
are able to show that the dispersive line shapes arise from the
IRS�I� term, and not from RINE. We conclude in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

Myers et al.25 have calculated the 29-mode harmonic
ground and excited state surface parameters �Table I� for BR
in the Franck–Condon region, from observed Raman spectra,
with zero-zero energy of 17 000 cm−1. For each mode, it is
assumed that the frequency in the ground and excited elec-
tronic state is the same. This should be quite a good assump-
tion since we are dealing with vibrations in the range of
800–1700 cm−1 in the FSRS experiment, and these corre-
spond to hydrogen out-of-plane �HOOP� wags, CuC
stretches, CCH in-plane rocks, and combination CvC
stretches where sigma bonds predominate, in a �→�� tran-
sition with photoisomerization along a low frequency reac-
tion coordinate of about 50 cm−1.26,27

The 500 nm, 35 fs, actinic pump �ac� used in the BR
experiment delivers photons largely in the energy range
20 000�500 cm−1. Since the zero-zero energy between S1

and S0 is 17 000 cm−1, it means that vibrational states be-
tween 2500 and 3500 cm−1 above the zero point energy of
S1 will have amplitude with the actinic pump. Using the 29
modes in Table I, it can be shown that there are 105 095
vibrational states within that energy range. When we analyze
the quantum numbers of all these states, we find that �95%
of the states are in the v=0 state for modes of frequencies
�1200 cm−1, �90% are in v=0 for modes of frequencies
900–1200 cm−1, and �85% are in v=0 for modes of fre-
quencies 800–900 cm−1. Since the FSRS spectra are taken
in the frequency range of 800–1800 cm−1, the net result is
that we are observing FSRS largely from v=0 for each of the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the photoisomerization process of BR and the
FSRS experiment. An ultrashort actinic pump pulse prepares a wave packet
on BR�, and as the wave packet moves from the Franck–Condon region to
other parts of the excited state surface and finally to the isomerized product
it is investigated with a pair of picosecond Raman pump and femtosecond
probe pulses.
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modes. We do not need to invoke intramolecular vibrational
relaxation down to the ground vibrational state �0,0 , . . . ,0�
on BR� at all which nevertheless does take place, and in BR�

it is thought to be ultrafast as observed in the �30 fs growth
in the redshifted stimulated emission band.3 The FSRS that
follows the actinic pump uses a 809 nm, 3.5 ps, Raman
pump �pu� and a �840–960 nm� ultrashort probe pulse �pr�
with energies that fall within a strong stimulated emission
band from BR��S1� to BR �S0�,3 and so we can use just these
two surfaces in our FSRS calculations. The Raman pump and
probe pulses couple S1 to short-lived vibrational states on S0

which we will explain below. Only the Stokes spectrum rela-
tive to the Raman pump frequency is measured in the probe
pulse direction.

The theory of FSRS from the ground state surface has
been given earlier in terms of eight Feynman dual time-line
diagrams.19,22 Here, we use the familiar FWMEL diagrams
of Lee and Albrecht24 to describe FSRS from the excited
state surface applicable to BR�. The eight diagrams contrib-
uting to FSRS,19,22 grouped as SRS, SRS�I� and SRS�II�, and
IRS, IRS�I� and IRS�II�, are shown in Fig. 2. For each dia-
gram, time progresses from left to right; a solid arrow de-
notes interaction on the ket, a dash arrow denotes interaction
on the bra, and the wavy line at time t denotes closure be-
tween bra and ket to give the third-order polarization. The
gray bar indicates the broadband probe or broadband polar-

ization, if it is on the wavy line. Looking at the end of wavy
line representing closure for the third-order polarization, it
can be seen that the three diagrams for SRS�I�—RRS�I�,
HL�I�, and HL�II�—are not resonant with any final vibra-
tional state on S1 on the Stokes side of the Raman pump and
so we would expect the SRS�I� spectrum to be broad and
lacking in any vibrational features. In the three diagrams for
SRS�II�—RRS�II�, HL�III�, and HL�IV�—the Raman pump
takes the molecule to assumed short-lived vibrational states
relatively high in energy on S0, and the end of the probe
arrow will also engage similar short-lived vibrational states
on S0 on the Stokes side, and the wavy line closure will be
broadband. The same applies for IRS�II�. These relatively
high energy states of S0 have many populated low frequency
modes not in the observed range of 800–1800 cm−1 that can
take the amplitude of the wave packet coming from S1 away
from the Franck–Condon region quickly, and the correlation
function for these low frequency modes is accounted for by a
relatively small �0

−1 with fast decay, which indirectly makes
the vibrational states for the observed modes appear short
lived.28,29 Thus SRS�II� and IRS�II� would give smooth spec-
tra lacking in vibrational features. On the other hand, the
diagram for IRS�I� shows resonance for the third-order po-
larization and coherence between v=0 and v=1 states on S1

for each mode, and so we can expect to see vibrational lines
for the modes of S1 in the IRS�I� spectrum.

The RINE mechanism is described by McCamant et al.
with a one-dimensional model.11 It assumes that the actinic
pump prepares a stationary state �n� on S1, and a cw Raman
pump matches the energy gap between �n� on S1 and another

TABLE I. Excited state parameters for BR568.

Vibrations
Frequency �r

�cm−1�
Displacement

��r�

CCC torsions and bends 187 0.85
266 0.46
284 0.23
402 0.29
452 0.18
497 0.14
529 0.12
557 0.18

HOOP wags 830 0.16
843 0.13
882 0.19
959 0.15

1008 0.42
CuC stretches 1170 0.42

1201 0.38
1215 0.28
1253 0.17

CCH in plane rocks 1273 0.20
1304 0.14
1321 0.17
1333 0.08
1349 0.20
1379 0.09
1448 0.13
1457 0.13

CvC stretches 1527 0.70
1580 0.15
1600 0.13
1640 0.21
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FIG. 2. FWMEL diagrams for the eight terms in FSRS relevant to the BR
experiment, after an actinic �ac� pump prepares a wave packet on S1. Time
increases from left to right. Solid arrows correspond to ket interaction and
dashed arrows for the bra. The Raman pump �pu� is to the blue of the probe
�pr� pulse. SRS�I� comprises three diagrams: RRS�I�, HL�I�, and HL�II�,
with the bra interaction by the Raman pump at times 	, 	1, and 	2, respec-
tively. For HL�I� and HL�II�, there can be intermediate population on S0

between �	1 ,	�. Similarly, SRS�II� has three diagrams where the bra inter-
action is by the probe pulse. IRS�I� and IRS�II� have one diagram each,
where all the interactions with the Raman pump and probe pulses are on the
bra.
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vibrational state �n�� on S0, followed by a cw probe that takes
�n� on S1 to �n�+1� on S0 thus creating a vibrational coher-
ence �n���n�+1� on S0. These assumptions are not really con-
sistent with the FSRS experiment that uses a picosecond Ra-
man pump and a femtosecond probe, but nevertheless RINE
as described can be represented by our HL�III� and HL�IV�
diagrams where instead of short-lived states for the higher
energy levels on S0 we have long-lived real states, with a
�n���n�+1� vibrational coherence created on S0 between
times �	2 ,	1� by the Raman pump acting on the ket and the
probe field acting on the bra for HL�III�, and a reversal of
time ordering for HL�IV�, in an emissionlike process. This is
the “nonlinear emission,” and it is followed by Raman-like
dipole couplings where the Raman pump takes the ket �n��
on S0 to S1 and a dipole coupling closure between the ket
now on S1 and the bra �n�+1� on S0 with resultant polariza-
tion in the probe direction. Of significance are the dipole
couplings between a vibrational state �n� on S1 and a pair of
vibrational states �n�� and �n�+1� on S0 by the Raman pump
and probe pulses, respectively, which are seen in the HL�II-
I�and HL�IV� diagrams, but they are also present in the
RRS�II� and IRS�II� diagrams. The RRS�II�, HL�III�, and
HL�IV� diagrams are related and differ in only whether the
probe field interaction on the bra comes after, in between, or
before the two Raman pump field interactions on the ket,
respectively, and hence they are grouped under the SRS�II�
process. The IRS�II� diagram has been described as nonlin-
ear emission elsewhere.27 All these diagrams can have the
same spectral pattern.

The Raman gain cross section for FSRS is given by22


RG��� = −
4�

3�0cn
� Im	Pdiff

�3� ���/Epr���
 , �1�

where �0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is the speed of light, n
is the refractive index, Epr��� is the spectrum of the probe
pulse which is given by

Epr��� =
1

2�
�

−�

�

ei�tEpr�t�dt , �2�

Pdiff
�3� ��� is the Fourier transform of the difference polariza-

tion with and without the Raman pump that radiates in the
probe pulse direction,

Pdiff
�3� ��� =

1

2�
�

−�

�

ei�tPdiff
�3� �t�dt , �3�

and the difference third-order polarization is given by

Pdiff
�3� �t� = Ppump on

�3� �t� − Ppump off
�3� �t�

= PSRS�I�
�3� �t� + PSRS�II�

�3� �t� + PIRS�I�
�3� �t� + PIRS�II�

�3� �t� .

�4�

We have an N-dimensional separable system. The
Hamiltonians for S1 and S0 are sums of one-dimensional
Hamiltonians,

h1 = �
r=1

N

h1r + E10, �5�

h0 = �
r=1

N

h0r, �6�

where h1r and h0r are one-dimensional Hamiltonians in mode
Qr on S1 and S0, and E10 is the energy gap between the
minima of the two multidimensional potential energy sur-
faces. The initial wave packet is a product of one-
dimensional wave function in each mode r on the S1 surface,
which in the case of BR� are all ground vibrational wave
functions,

�1�Q,0�� = 
r=1

N

�1r0�Qr,0�� . �7�

We assume that the phenomenological damping matrix
can be written as �ij = �1 /2���i+� j�, where �i is the inverse
lifetime on electronic state i, and constant transition dipole
moment �10 �Condon approximation�.21,27 The respective
third-order polarizations can then be read off the diagrams in
the usual manner,22

PSRS�I�
�3� �t� = � i

�
�3�

0

t

d	1�
0

	1

d	2�
0

t

d	e−�1	/2�−�0�t−	�/2�−�1�t−	1�/2�−�0�	1−	2�/2�−�1	2/2�eiE10	/�

�Epu�	;Tpu�e−iE10�t−	1�/�Epr�	1;Tpr�Epu
� �	2;Tpu�e−iE10	2/���10�4

r

Sr�t,	1,	2,	� , �8�

PSRS�II�
�3� �t� = � i

�
�3�

0

t

d	1�
0

	1

d	2�
0

t

d	e−�1	/2�−�0�t−	�/2�−�1�t−	1�/2�−�0�	1−	2�/2�−�1	2/2�eiE10	/�

�Epr�	;Tpr�e−iE10�t−	1�/�Epu�	1;Tpu�Epu
� �	2;Tpu�e−iE10	2/���10�4

r

Sr�t,	1,	2,	� , �9�
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PIRS�I�
�3� �t� = � i

�
�3�

0

t

dt1�
0

t1

dt2�
0

t2

dt3e−�1t3/2�−�0�t2−t3�/2�−�1�t1−t2�/2�−�t1−t2�/T2−�0�t−t1�/2�−�1t/2�eiE10t3/�

�Epr�t3;Tpr�Epu
� �t2;Tpu�eiE10�t1−t2�/�Epu�t1;Tpu�e−iE10t/���10�4

r

Ir�t,t1,t2,t3� , �10�

and

PIRS�II�
�3� �t� = � i

�
�3�

0

t

dt1�
0

t1

dt2�
0

t2

dt3e−�1t3/2�−�0�t2−t3�/2�−�1�t1−t2�/2�−�0�t−t1�/2�−�1t/2�eiE10t3/�Epu�t3;Tpu�

�Epu
� �t2;Tpu�eiE10�t1−t2�/�Epr�t1;Tpr�e−iE10t/���10�4

r

Ir�t,t1,t2,t3� . �11�

Only the IRS�I� diagram shows vibrational coherence on S1;
so, in Eq. �10�, in addition to the electronic lifetimes �i, we
added a vibrational coherence �0��1� dephasing time T2 in
BR� for evolution between �t2 , t1�, assuming that it is the
same for all modes. The Raman pump �pu� or probe �pr�
pulse �electric field� is commonly taken to be of the form

Epu/pr�t;Tpu/pr� = E0,pu/prgpu/pr�t;Tpu/pr�e−i�pu/prt, �12�

where E0,pu/pr is a constant, and the Gaussian pulse envelope
gpu/pr�t ;Tpu/pr� is given by

gpu/pr�t;Tpu/pr� = exp�− 2 ln 2
�t − Tpu/pr�2

�pu/pr
2 � , �13�

giving a laser pulse centered at Tpu/pr, with intensity propor-
tional to �gpu/pr�t ;Tpu/pr��2 with full-width at half maximum of
�pu/pr. For each mode r, the four-time correlation functions
are defined as

Sr�t,	1,	2,	�

= �1r0�Qr,0��eih1r	/�eih0r�t−	�/�

�e−ih1r�t−	1�/�e−ih0r�	1−	2�/�e−ih1r	2/��1r0�Qr,0�� ,

�14�

and

Ir�t,t1,t2,t3�

= �1r0�Qr,0��eih1rt3/�eih0r�t2−t3�/�

�eih1r�t1−t2�/�eih0r�t−t1�/�e−ih1rt/��1r0�Qr,0�� . �15�

The correlation functions can be computed analytically for a
pair of displaced harmonic oscillators without frequency
changes between the excited and ground state potentials.22

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, CALCULATIONS, AND
DISCUSSION

A. Experimental results

The experimental results have been obtained by McCa-
mant et al.11 where an actinic pump pulse �500 nm, 35 fs�
first prepares a mixture of BR ��91%� and BR���9%� fol-
lowed by FSRS with a �809 nm, 3.5 ps� Raman pump and a
�840–960 nm� ultrashort probe pulse. The Raman gain spec-

trum for the mixture of BR and BR� is given by the ratio of
the Raman pump-on probe spectrum over the Raman pump-
off probe spectrum. The Raman gain spectra for various de-
lay times between the actinic pump and probe pulses are
shown in Fig. 3, together with the Raman gain spectrum of
the BR ground state. We then fitted a ninth-order polynomial
baseline to each of the spectra and subtracted it from its
baseline. For delay times of 40 fs and greater, we also sub-
tracted 0.91 times the ground state spectrum following the
prescription of McCamant et al.,11 while for the delay time
of 0 fs we subtracted 0.955 times the ground state spectrum
because the BR� population would only be half of the peak
value. The net result is the Raman gain spectra for BR� only,
without the baselines, and these are shown in Fig. 4. Disper-
sive lines for about eight to nine vibrational modes can be
seen clearly, with intensities more or less proportional to
�r

3�r
2, just as for the usual Raman intensities. The linewidths

stay nearly the same for all time delays, and the intensity of
the lines was deduced to decay with a time constant of
�260 fs based on the RINE model.11

B. Calculations and discussion

We first calculated the Raman gain spectrum for the
ground state BR using the potential parameters in Table I
with zero-zero energy 17 000 cm−1, �809 nm, 3.5 ps� Raman
pump, and a �900 nm, 10 fs� probe pulse. It is off-resonance
FSRS, and the principal contribution is from the RRS�I�
term.19,22 In principle, we do not need to use all 29 modes in
Table I, but only those in the range of 800–1700 cm−1 rel-
evant to the experiment; nevertheless, we included them all
in the calculations and the results are the same. The shape of
the ultrashort probe pulse is not critical so long as its spec-
trum spans the range 840–960 nm for observing the FSRS
spectrum. As in the experiment, the probe precedes the Ra-
man pump by 1 ps. The method for calculating the FSRS for
polyatomics with harmonic potentials from the ground vibra-
tional state is described in Niu et al.22 In this case, its off-
resonance FSRS where the contribution is wholly from the
RRS�I� term with vibrational coherence �0��1� on S0 and as-
sociated vibrational dephasing time T2 that affects the line-
widths. Since its FSRS from the stationary ground vibra-
tional state, we set �0=0, and for off-resonance FSRS the
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wave packet dynamics on the excited state S1 is short lived
by the uncertainty principle and so �1 is less important and
we can set �1=0.29,30 We chose T2 on S0 to be 600 fs to give
linewidths comparable to the experimental results,11 as
shown in Fig. 5. A longer dephasing time T2, which is ho-
mogeneous damping, together with inhomogeneous damping
due to fluctuations in the zero-zero energy E10 can also give
similar broadening in the spectral lines, and absolute reso-
nance Raman intensities would be needed to distinguish be-
tween homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening.25

There is generally excellent agreement between the calcu-
lated and experimental results which shows that the sepa-

rable harmonic model is applicable and the harmonic poten-
tial parameters are good. However, some lower intensity
lines like the 1272 cm−1 line appear weaker and the
1640 cm−1 line appear stronger in the calculated results
compared to the experiment. This may mean that the excited
state displacements in Table I or the transition dipole mo-
ments for these modes need to be adjusted. The strengths of
these lines, although of lower intensity, also show in the
calculated FSRS Raman gain for BR� below.

The 500 nm, 35 fs, actinic pump prepares population on
BR� followed by FSRS with a pair of Raman pump and
probe pulses as described above. The population prepared on
BR� would reach a peak by about 40 fs, and at 0 fs time
delay between the actinic pump and probe, only half of the
peak population is prepared. This accounts for why the Ra-
man gain in Fig. 4 for 0 fs delay is only about half that for 40
fs delay. As explained in the theory above, the FSRS of BR�

largely takes place from the ground vibrational state of each
mode and so we could calculate it effectively from the mul-
tidimensional ground vibrational state of S1. The calculations
on FSRS from BR� were made with Eqs. �1�–�15� above. We
have chosen �0

−1=100 fs to reflect the short lifetime in this
relatively high-lying energy region of S0 reached by the Ra-
man pump/probe from S1, where the available phase space is
larger and the potential is anharmonic. The decay factor can
be attributed to the many low frequency modes outside the
observed range of 800–1800 cm−1 that can take the ampli-
tude of the wave packet coming from S1 away from the
Franck–Condon region quickly, and the correlation function
from these low frequency modes has a fast decay. A longer
lifetime in this high-lying energy region of S0 would lead to
resolved vibrational states and noisy lines in the FSRS spec-
tra from SRS�II� and IRS�II� processes as shown below, un-
like the relatively smooth spectra observed in the experi-
ment. The lifetime �1

−1 of S1 was chosen to be 600 fs and the
vibrational dephasing time T2 on S1 was taken to be infinite,
to simulate the observed linewidths, but a longer lifetime �1

−1

and a shorter T2 for S1 could give similar linewidths. It is
reasonable for �1

−1, where we are starting with the lower
vibrational states on S1, to be larger than �0

−1, where we have
dipole couplings with the more numerous and higher vibra-
tional states of S0 in the FSRS of BR�. The calculated results

FIG. 3. FSRS Raman gain spectra of a mixture of BR and BR� for various
time delays between actinic pump and probe pulses with ninth-order poly-
nomial baselines drawn in. The FSRS Raman gain spectrum of the ground
state BR is also shown.

FIG. 4. FSRS Raman gain spectra for BR� only �vertically offset� without
the baselines at various time delays between actinic pump and probe pulses.
These are obtained by subtracting the baselines followed by subtracting 0.91
times the ground state spectrum for delay times of 40 fs and greater, while
for the delay time of 0 fs we subtracted 0.955 times the ground state spec-
trum because the BR� population would only be half of the peak value.

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
Raman Shift (cm )-1

Experiment

RRS(I)

FIG. 5. Experimental and calculated results with the 29-mode model for the
FSRS Raman gain of ground state BR. The calculated results are with the
RRS�I� term as this is off-resonance FSRS and we used a vibrational coher-
ence dephasing time T2 on S0 of 600 fs.
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for SRS�I�, SRS�II�, and IRS�II� for time delays between
actinic pump and probe of 0–500 fs are shown in Fig. 6, and
they are all broad and without vibrational features which can
be explained with the FWMEL diagrams in Fig. 2 where the
wavy line closure for the polarization is broad. The SRS�I�
lines are flat, and the SRS�II� and IRS�II� lines are decreas-
ing in magnitude in the Stokes range of 800–1800 cm−1 due
to the probe interaction getting further away from resonance
with S0 as the Stokes frequency increases, as shown in Fig.
2, and they tend to the zero baseline from the negative and
positive side, respectively, with 180° phase difference. All
these spectra contribute only to the Raman gain baseline.
However, the IRS�I� spectra, shown in Fig. 7, show a striking
resemblance in the dispersive lines, in the linewidths, fre-
quencies, and relative intensities, to the experimental results
shown in Fig. 4. The IRS�I� process with its dispersive lines
of the correct phase, with a negative dip on the low fre-
quency side and rising sharply to a positive peak followed by
a return to the baseline, from the vibrational coherence �0��1�

on S1 is dominant for all delay times. All the observed modes
are well reproduced, and it shows that RINE, included in
SRS�II�, is not the explanation, but rather it is IRS given by
IRS�I� that gives rise to the dispersive lines. Dispersive line-
shapes have been observed before in resonant IRS of
rhodamine 640 with cw lasers.31

The �600 fs lifetime on S1 here is comparable to the
stimulated emission decay time, but it is longer than the
rapid 260 fs decay estimated by McCamant et al.11 from
reconstructed RINE peak areas. Our model here is different
from the RINE model. A shorter lifetime �1

−1 on S1 would
lead to broader dispersive lines for each of the modes and
nearby lines would coalesce. The effect of the lifetime �1

−1 of
S1 and the dephasing time T2 on the linewidths in the FSRS
spectra will be discussed further below. Shorter lifetimes for
�0

−1 gave identical results, and we will also discuss longer
lifetimes below.

We would expect the RINE spectra, which are included
in SRS�II�, to show vibrational structures when the lifetime
�0

−1 is increased, so that the short-lived states reached by the
Raman pump/probe may turn into longer-lived states and it
would be possible to create a vibrational coherence on S0. In
Fig. 8 we show the results for time delay of 100 fs and �0

−1

ranging from 50–600 fs, while keeping �1
−1=600 fs and T2

at infinity. Indeed, vibrational structures begin to appear in
the spectra for �0

−1�200 fs in SRS�II� and IRS�II�, and they
are made up of fundamentals and combination bands espe-

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

250 fs

750 fs
1000 fs
Infinity

Raman Shift (cm )-1

T2

500 fs

FIG. 9. Calculated results �vertically offset� for IRS�I� in the Raman gain of
BR� at a time delay of 100 fs with �0

−1=100 fs, �1
−1=600 fs, and T2 on S1

ranging from 250-infinity fs.

FIG. 6. Calculated results �vertically offset� for SRS�I�, SRS�II�, and IRS�II�
in the Raman gain of BR� for time delays between actinic pump and probe
of 0–500 fs. Lifetimes used are �0

−1=100 fs, �1
−1=600 fs, and T2 on S1 at

infinity.

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

100 fs
200 fs
300 fs
400 fs
500 fs

40 fs
0 fs

Raman Shift (cm )-1

IRS(I)

FIG. 7. Calculated results �vertically offset� for IRS�I�, in the Raman gain of
BR� for time delays between actinic pump and probe of 0–500 fs. Lifetimes
used are �0

−1=100 fs, �1
−1=600 fs, and T2 on S1 at infinity. The dispersive

line shapes resemble the experimental results shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 8. Calculated results �vertically offset� for SRS�I�, SRS�II�, IRS�I�, and
IRS�II� in the Raman gain of BR� at a time delay of 100 fs with �1

−1

=600 fs, T2 on S1 at infinity, and for �0
−1 ranging from 50–600 fs.
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cially with the lower frequency modes. The dispersive lines
in the IRS�I� spectra, however, remain at well defined fre-
quencies of BR� due to the ever present �0��1� vibrational
coherence on S1 for each mode. It can also be seen that the
width of the dispersive lines in IRS�I� is rather independent
of the lifetime �0

−1 on S0. The observed FSRS spectra would
be the sum of SRS�I�, SRS�II�, IRS�I�, and IRS�II�, and since
the baselines of the observed spectra are relatively smooth,
we can rule out larger values for �0

−1�200 fs because they
can lead to a noisy SRS�II� component due to many possible
vibrational resonances and a noisy baseline.

The width of the dispersive lines in IRS�I� depends on
both the lifetime �1

−1 on S1 as well as the �0��1� vibrational
dephasing time T2. In Fig. 9, we show the IRS�I� results for
time delay of 100 fs, �1

−1=600 fs, �0
−1=100 fs, and T2 rang-

ing from 250-infinity fs. In Fig. 10, we show the IRS�I�
results for time delay of 100 fs, �0

−1=100 fs, T2 at infinity,
and �1

−1 ranging from 100–800 fs. Clearly, as T2 or �1
−1 de-

creases, the dispersive linewidths get broader. A decay time
constant of �1

−1=600 fs on S1, or a longer �1
−1 plus a finite

vibrational dephasing time T2 of the order of a picosecond
would also give dispersive linewidths that compare well with
experiment.

IV. CONCLUSION

FSRS of BR� prepared by a 500 nm, 35 fs actinic pump
pulse effectively takes place from the v=0 state of each of
the modes in the observed Stokes range of 800–1800 cm−1

on S1. FWMEL diagrams are used to describe the FSRS
process, and the eight diagrams can be grouped into SRS�I�,
SRS�II�, IRS�I�, and IRS�II�. It is shown that RINE is
equivalent to HL�III�+HL�IV� which is a subset of SRS�II�.
Calculations with the 29-mode model for BR show that the
dispersive lines observed in the FSRS of BR� come from
IRS, IRS�I�, with �0��1� vibrational coherence on the S1 sur-
face, and are not due to RINE with vibrational coherence on
the S0 surface. In our model, the dipole couplings are from
S1 to short-lived states, �100 fs, on the S0 surface, where
the decay can be attributed to the correlation function from
the many low frequency modes on S0 and S1 outside the
observed range of 800–1800 cm−1 in the FSRS experiment.
The decay time constant �1

−1 on S1 is estimated to be
�600 fs which is comparable to the stimulated emission de-
cay time. A shorter �1

−1 of 260 fs estimated by McCamant et
al.11 with the RINE model would lead to broader dispersive

lines and nearby lines would coalesce contrary to the sharp
dispersive lines observed in the experiment. We explained
the origin of the dispersive lines. However, the time-resolved
FSRS experiment with a 500 nm, 35 fs actinic pump pulse
with observation of the Stokes spectra in the
800–1800 cm−1 range is unable to provide direct observa-
tion of the dynamics of BR� that may be happening along the
low frequency modes and is not present in the current dis-
persive lines.
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